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Choose from over 1000 locations to visit. Each of these towns have limited cargo to help you out,
but you can use your trucks to load the cargo to the limit of your supply. Almost all towns have a
stock of goods at their facilities that can be bought, but you need to create enough of them.
Each town also has someone they want shipped and will give you a reward if you fulfill that need.
If you fail to complete the requirements by a small margin you can keep your reward, but pay for
it and get the town's ire. . and the Crates: "What are those weird looking crates. I don't think
they're meant to be carried but they can be loaded onto my truck. The town markets are
annoying. They have lots of different special crates that don't look like a normal crate. They need
to be loaded on to my truck and I have to pay to carry them. That's for the other towns. You have
to make sure you are sending the goods you need to the right place." . Navigating: Choose your
route carefully. Gauge your cargo supply and try to plan ahead. Try to avoid the towns that are
highly populated and those that are in the middle of nowhere. Definitely don't take a detour as
that is almost certainly one of the towns is probably in lockdown. . and the Rewards: Special
crates to load at every destination. Truck Upgrades: Maintain your truck to get more limited
stock and extend it's lifetime for more trips. . and the Achievements: Complete all the towns in
the game. Complete all regions in the game. Complete all contracts in the game. Complete all
states in the game. Complete all countries in the game. Refueling: Each town will require
refueling to get you back on the road again, whether it's simply to top up your supply of fuel or
to repair and refuel a truck. . Engine Issues: Truck's engine won't start. Truck's Transmission
won't shift. Truck's Tow Brake lights are On. Truck's Engine Fires Up, but Tires are Flat. Truck's
Brakes are On, but the Brake Fluid is low. Truck is Stopped at a Checkpoint. Truck has a
Mechanical Issue. Truck has an Engine Fire and is not moving. T

Ice Cream Factory Features Key:
Material: Titanium
5 rows and increasing count from 1 to 5
Beveled edges
Comes with stand
Snug inserts to the home row keys
Easy and convenient to use, no tools required
Unique ergonomic design for finger tips and palm with rounded edges
Features:
Materials Material: High grade titanium, a super hard material, smooth and hard surface keeps the keys holding.
Shape -
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Key profile: Height: 2.1 mm, width: 2.3 mm, depth: 1.05 mm
Row keys 7 at the home row, the total keys number is 28.
Edge shapes Beveled and smoothed edge, rounded corners, fits to the finger and palm to minimize finger slip.
DETAILS:
Designed for speed typing. Neat and convenient with finger tips and palm.
Package Long box packaging. High quality design, strong and safety.
Ordering The shipping time depends on the quantity of orders.
Shipping free shipped except international.
Payment options PayPal, credit card
Quality The blades are made of super sharp high grade titanium. In the long term, you will never have to replace
it again!
Warranty Period & Rate 24 Months, no charge return in 24 months, 30 days money back. Manufacturer service department: EMS
Service Available. Description:

Material: High grade titanium, a super hard material, smoothed and hard surface makes it easy to give a
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